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3 
OF THE FICTION 
OF C. S. LEWIS 
AN APPRECIATION Dictionaries tell us that to appreciate is to make or form 
an estimate of worth, quality, or amount, to perceive 
the full force of, or to esteem adequately or highly, to 
recognize as valuable or excellent, or to find worth in. 
In this brief a space it is impossible to esteem the fiction of C.S. Lewis adequately 
or to perceive its full force. That Lewis's readers now number in the millions and 
that their ranks will grow in the next millennium are incontestable. It is just possi- 
ble only to begin to recognize as valuable or excellent the twenty products of 
Lewis's inventive and narrative gifts." 
First in Lewis's own appreciation (he aspired to and came to the attention of the 
world outside his family and friends as a poet) are his lyrics. The three collections, 
Spirits in Bondage: A Cycle of Lyrics (1919), Narrative Poems (1969) containing 
"Dyrner" (192.6/x950), "Launcelot" (written in 1930?), "The Nameless Isle" (writ- 
ten in 1930?), and "The Queen of Drum" (written in 1933-4?), and Poems (1964), 
are essential for any who would plumb Lewis's heart, unchristened and baptized, 
and hear the full range of his voice, raging and tender and surrendered. The 
Pilgrims Regress (1933), stillborn as an epic poem, poured forth in two weeks as an 
allegory of the same heart's journey (of which the poems· also speak) and seminal 
of most of the themes Lewis pondered and propounded for the rest of his life. 
Lewis the faithful correspondent found the fictional epistle the perfect form for 
communicating his insights about discerning God's will and about prayer (the bed- 
rock spiritual disciplines) in The Scretotape Letters ( 1942.) and Letters to Malcolm: 
Chiefly on Prayer ( 1964). In these books he forsook the teacher's role and assumed 
the as one to another posture he adopted in his other books on the spiritual disci- 
plines, the non-fiction Reflections on the Psalms (1958) and The Great Divorce: 
A Dream (1945). The latter he loved as his Cinderella; but this diminutive must not 
be allowed to obscure the fact that this book is Lewis's own Divina Commedia in 
which we listen in on angelic and beatific conversations rather than read infernal 
and terrestrial letters about the choices which break and make us. 
The new form of the interplanetary novel provided another genre for Lewis to 
speak of the things that really matter, in Out of the Silent Planet ( 19 3 8 ), Perelandra 
(1943), and That Hideous Strength: A Modern Fairy-Tale for Grown-ups (1945). 
In the last chapter of the first of these a fictional C.S. Lewis and Dr. Elwin Ransom 
strategize together about how to expose to the world the cosmic danger and the 
eternal consequences of the interplanetary activities of the deranged physicist Dr. 
Weston and the amoral opportunist Mr. Devine. Their solution is to publish in the 
form of fiction what would certainly not be listened to as fact. This plan would also 
reach a wider audience as fiction than would any detailed report. Ransom con- 
cludes, "What we need for the moment is not so much a body of belief as a body 
of people familiarized with certain ideas." Yes, but also a people furnished with the 
proper stock responses to the good and the beautiful as well as to the evil and the 
repellent, a theme of The Abolition of Man, written around the same time (1943). 
In fact writing the Ransom trilogy appears to be the way Lewis recreated during 
and after the academic exertions of The Allegory of Love ( 19 3 6) and The Pref ace 
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• Publication dates in parentheses: posthumously published items arc indicated by 
.. written in". The possibility that there is a fictive character to at least some parts of 
A Grief Observed ( 1961) is left for a less circumscribed discussion. 
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to Paradise Lost (1941) ... The Dark Tower" and Other Stories (1977), containing 
"The Dark Tower" (written in 1939?), "The Man Born Blind" (written in the late 
1910s?), "The Shoddy Lands" (1956), "Ministering Angels" (195H), "forms of 
Things Unknown" (written in 1966), and "After Ten Years" (written in 1966), 
preserves other efforts of Lewis at tall story telling. 
Lewis's first novelistic efforts are found in the collection of writings labeled 
Boxen ( 1906-13/i 98 5 ). There is a delightful Trollopian character to these juve- 
nilia. By contrast, in the Chronicles of Narnia the adult Lewis returned to the form 
of the fabulists through whose narrative magic Lewis fell under the spell of 
language: Beatrix Potter and Edith Nesbit. The Chronicles are a supposal (not an 
allegory) of salvation history (creation, redemption, and completion) in Narnian 
terms. Lewis began by writing a redemption story. He then tried to write a creation 
story but was unable to complete it at the time. It was only after he had involved 
himself in the transformation stories of several characters that he was able to tell 
the story not only of Narnia 's beginnings but also of its consummation. When read 
in the order of their essential completion by Lewis - The Lion, the Witch and 
the Wardrobe (1950), Prince Caspian (1951), The Voyage of the Dawn Treader 
( 19 51), The Horse and His Boy ( 19 5 4 ), The Siltier Chair ( 19 5 3 ). The Magician's 
Nephew ( 19 5 5 ), and The Last Battle ( 19 5 6) - the reader experiences the primor- 
dial necessity of first passing through a redemption, then an usually lengthy re- 
interpreting of one's own story, and finally allowing the future to take its provident 
course. It has yet to be fully appreciated that Lewis was writing these stories and 
his autobiography at the same time: the former and the latter are about the same 
liberation, reinterpretation, and obedience. 
Till We Have Faces: A Myth Retold (1956), Lewis's last novel, represents the 
culmination of his narrative art, the gestation of nearly forty years of Lewis's 
encounter with the myth of Cupid and Psyche, and the consummation of all of his 
previous attempts to express his deepest insights and intuitions about the essential 
shape of the human heart and the just mercy of its Maker. In the novel's pen- 
ultimate words, Queen Orual's dying words, can we who love Lewis's fiction not 
hear the Song of the Eldila, not see what Jane Studdock saw on the garden path, 
not shudder with the holy fear of Shasta before the Unseen Fellow Traveller, not 
gasp for the fragrance from the Island in the West, not leap at the hope that the 
dream has ended and morning come at last (not guess that Lewis himself died so)? 
I ended my first book with the words No answer. I know now, Lord, why you 
utter no answer. You arc yourself the answer. Before your face questions die 
away. What other answer would suffice? Only words, words; to be led out to 
battle against other words. Long did I hate you. long did I fear you. I might - 
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